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THE INTERNET OF WHATEVER
Today it’s almost impossible to read a technical journal, sometimes a daily paper, without some reference to the Internet of 
Things (IoT). The term IoT is now bandied about in so many different contexts that its meaning, and the power of the insights it 
represents, are often lost in the noise. 

Enabling a device to communicate with the outside world isn’t by itself very interesting. The value of the IoT comes from 
applications that can make meaning of what securely connected devices have to say – directly and/or inferentially in 
combination with other devices – and then act on them. Combining sensors and device with analytics can reveal untapped 
operational efficiencies, create end-to-end process feedback loops, and help streamline and optimize processes. Action can 
take many forms, from more efficiently managing a building or factory, controlling energy grids, or managing traffic patterns 
across a city.  

IoT has the potential to facilitate beneficial decision making that no one device could spur on its own. But that potential can only 
be realized if the integrity of the information collected from the devices is beyond reproach. Put another way, regardless of how 
data gathered from IoT are used, they’re only of value if they come from trusted sources and the integrity of the data is assured.

Today’s IoT isn’t trustworthy. It’s a riddle of PHYs, wrapped in an enigma of protocols,protected by a hairball of security. Trust is the 
Achilles heel of IoT, and addressing that and the other shortcomings isn’t trivial given the diversity of devices represented by the 
IoT universe. 

When TCP/IP networks were created in the early 1970s, the original design supported just 256 networks. By the early 1980s, 
companies like Bosch and Echelon were building networked computing into a broad range of machines, a trend acknowledge 
in 1988 when researchers at Xerox Palo Alto Research Center coined term “ubiquitous computing.” By the 1990s, the 
burgeoning number of connectable devices was so vast that Harbor Research coined the term “pervasive Internet” to 
describe a world in which the Internet networked together potentially billions of intelligent machines (Figure 1). It is from this 
lexicon that IoT arose.

The market for the Internet-of-Things devices and applications, and the new business processes they enable, is enormous. 
Gartner estimates a 35.2% compound growth rate (CAGR) of non-consumer to IoT devices from 2013-2020, reaching an 
installed base of 25 billion units in 2020. IDC estimates that the installed base of IoT is approximately 9.1 billion devices today, 
growing to 28.1 billion devices by 2020 with a $7 trillion market value. Goldman Sachs forecasts that about $2 trillion of that 
will be related directly to “industrial” which includes building automation, manufacturing, and resources. IHS estimates the 
installed base of just Internet-connected devices at approximately 14 billion as of 2014, and non-consumer device shipments 
exceeding 6 million per year in the same period. The worldwide smart building device market alone is estimated to exceed  
$1 trillion, of which Harbor Research estimates application opportunities by themselves total $170 billion.

In their June 2013 report Defining and Sizing the Industrial Internet Wikibon forecasts that $154 billion will be invested in the 
industrial internet by 2020. They note that today’s focus on improved return on investment on internet advertising will give 
way to the much greater value created from the analysis of the data generated by IoT, the estimated cumulative effect of 
which is expected to top $1.7 trillion by 2020.

As IoT has grown in size and complexity, mechanisms to ensure trust haven’t kept pace. One could argue that complacency 
has set in, together with a mindset we’ll call “legacy trust.” Much of the non-consumer IoT was created and is still managed by 
groups with an operations focus, whose primary job is to keep machines, processes, and operations running reliably.

For some security was not considered, for others an afterthought or outside their realm of expertise. A commissioned device 
that proved to work reliably was left alone except for routine maintenance or to install a direct replacement for a failed unit. A 
device was considered “trusted” because it worked reliably in its intended application, was air-gapped from other systems, 
and/or was under the physical control of the operations team or an end customer.

It didn’t matter that the device may have been deployed before the advent of cyberattacks or that remote control systems 
with Internet connections were added post installation. Legacy trust kept and keeps that device in operation as-is. 
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Figure 2: The pervasive Internet1
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Figure 3: IoT device forecast2
figure 3.0_042915_cpiot-wpa
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Figure 4: Forecast for smart building applications3
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Why Should Manufacturers Care?  
Because Opportunities Of Vast Scale and Scope Are Available To Product OEMs and Value Adders...

If the opportunity scale across the broad range of building related devices equals 
approximately 6X the value of base products in smart services value, then the overall 
market opportunity in the smart connected buildings arena equates to almost a 
trillion dollars in value added services

If you examine the cumulative opportunity that grows from the smart buildings arena, as just one example, and consider the 
leverage available through relationships to capture information, aggregate intelligence, provide facility and energy optimization, 
this opportunity alone in just one or two product sectors could amount to as much as hundreds of biillions of value add.   

Smart System Application Opportunities In Buildings, Facilities and Energy Management
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On the consumer side, much of the focus has been on application development and cloud services. Security is considered only in the context of a product and not 
from a systems perspective. An Internet-connected IP camera or security system might encrypt data but the key and password-handling mechanisms may be 
beyond the purview of the developer and are accepted as-is. Legacy trust leads to complacency, which creates opportunities for attack. The news is rife with hacked 
connected consumer devices, so the threat is real, even for the very newest connected devices.

And there’s the rub. Many of the IoT devices in use today, and with which we want to communicate, are not trustworthy or adequately secured. Regardless how 
enticing the data available from these devices may be, we have to ask if we should leverage those data – or share them with other applications, systems, and services 
– if the originating devices and transportation mechanisms aren’t trusted.

Simply put, we should not, because doing so threatens all of the devices, processes, applications, and business decisions built on the untrusted data. That’s the 
baggage with which we must contend before we can reliably exploit the extraordinary potential benefits of IoT. 
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The solution to this situation is to build trust where it doesn’t exist today. The red-black architecture used in cryptography 
offers a good model for defining trust. Take, for example, the speed reported by a sensor in a centrifuge that is purifying gas. 
The device and its payload are untrusted (red) until they’re protected, at which time trust is established (black) and the data 
can be reliably used. If those data are needed by a remote computer that is managing the gas purification process then the 
device sending them needs to be authenticated, the communication tunnel encrypted to establish integrity, and perhaps the 
payload encrypted, too, if privacy is critical. Short of this the device and its data payloads are vulnerable to attack. 

Aruba Networks® developed the “Connect-and-Protect” methodology for IoT to address this issue and build a trust-based IoT 
for business-critical applications. Connect-and-Protect is based on moving the demarcation point for trust as close to the 
origin of the data as possible. This is achieved by inserting layers of protective services at points where there is a convergence 
of native device capabilities (i.e., memory and CPU power), standards-based interfaces, and access to business-critical data. 
Acknowledging that it is economically inviable, Connect-and-Protect relates on security analytics and context-based firewalls 
to fill any gaps

Figure 5: Aruba Connect-and-Protect services

figure 5.0_042915_cpiot-wpa
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Figure 1: Red-black architecture

figure 1.0_042915_cpiot-wpa
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Starting with physical layer (PHY) connectivity and extending through protocol conversion, authentication, encryption, secure 
tunneling, role- and policy-based access, and ending with analytics, the Connect-and-Protect methodology shifts the point of 
demarcation based on the design and capabilities of the devices. 

The architecture is based on the Aruba Adaptive Trust™ model, a defensive framework that leverages contextual information 
from a multitude of sources to scrutinize user and device security posture before and after they connect. Adaptive Trust 
dispels the old notion of a fixed security perimeter that surrounds the physical network, which no longer applies because 
devices can now connect and exchange data from practically anywhere. Even devices with native standards-based Ethernet 
connectivity require a layered security approach because they can be exploited through cyberattacks and malware.

The demarcation point for less capable devices is typically at a controller or gateway that bridges to a standard IP network. 
Short of replacing the installed base of devices, layered Connect-and-Protect services offer the most practical paradigm to 
secure, exchange, and exploit data from IoT.

Following the red-black architecture model, untrusted devices are shown in red at the bottom of the Connect-and-Protect 
architecture because their identity and the data they generate aren’t yet trusted. If the devices don’t use IP networking then 
PHY and protocol conversion are applied. The objective is to modify device communications so that modern protective 
services, represented by the orange rings, can then be applied.

Converting untrusted devices into trusted data enables business analytics applications, as represented by the green ring, to 
consume the data and tap the power of IoT. These applications could be associated with the original processes – consumer, 
facility or factory automation – or with new processes that need to leverage a wide range of input data, i.e., location services, 
consumer preferences, or human capital efficiency. Regardless of how the data are exploited, they are only of use when they 
can be both accessed and trusted.

In this white paper we’ll dissect each of the Connect-and-Protect service layers, discuss the hurdles faced at each layer, and 
see how Aruba and its technology partners mitigate them using the Connect-and-Protect services. The Connect-and-Protect 
methodology can’t overcome all of the limitations of legacy devices, but it can make the most of the billions of devices already 
installed and enhance the capabilities of the new ones yet to come. 

LET’S GET PHYSICAL
Buildings, factories, industrial plants, and increasingly even our homes are swarming with machines. These include 
environmental controls, material transport and handling systems, robots, and security systems, among others.  
Embedded inside these machines are sensors, actuators, user interfaces, and control networks that interconnect the  
system components. 

Like doppelgängers from a parallel universe, control networks perform many of the same tasks as data networks. These 
include PHYs for connectivity, serial and USB interfaces for interfacing with PCs or human machine interfaces (HMIs), hubs, 
switches, routers, client devices, and network management and diagnostics applications. With reliability as their prime 
objective, control networks are optimized for speed, efficiency and robustness.

For self-contained machines like appliances, IP cameras, and fixed x-ray scanners, a computer industry standard 
communication interface is typically provided. Depending on the age of the machine, it might use Ethernet or USB, or an older 
interface like V.90, RS-232, RS-422, RS-485, IEEE-1394, or IEEE-488. 

In other cases, unique PHYs were needed to achieve these goals. Processing temperature sensing requires roughly 10 bytes of 
data per sensor per minute, whereas a bottling line position sensor needs sub-millisecond machine response. The former can 
make due with a low speed PHY, whereas the latter needs a lightning-fast one. Distance matters, too. A pipeline supervisory 
control system that has to monitor flow sensors kilometers away will find radio or a current loop PHY more suitable than 
100BASE-T Ethernet. The PHY must match the task. 
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In the early days of control systems, selecting the right PHY often meant building it from scratch. Over time, those innovations 
morphed into industry standards that were often narrowly targeted at a single industry. When industry groups couldn’t agree, 
more than one industry standard emerged, each promoted by different vendors. Table 1 shows a representative sample of 
PHYs in use today, none of which is directly interoperable. 

The breadth of PHYs in use means that talking to IoT requires a toolbox of PHY support, since no one universal standard has 
prevailed. There are a few different options for communicating across disparate PHYs: 

• Use a media converter for peer-to-peer device communications in which one common protocol is shared across  
different media;

Figure 6: Media converter
figure 6.0_042215_cpiot-wpa

DEVICE TYPE 1 Media Converter DEVICE TYPE 2

Controller Controller

TABLE 1: REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE OF PHYSICAL LAYER STANDARDS

Standard Medium

IEEE 802.15.1 Bluetooth radio frequency

IMT-2000, ETSI LTE Cellular radio frequency

IEC 61754 Fiber optics

IEEE 11073-30300 Infrared

IEEE 488 Short-haul cable

ISO/IEC 14543-3-6 Twisted pair

IEC 61158-2 Twisted pair

IEEE 11073-30200a Twisted pair

IEEE 802.3 Twisted pair – Ethernet

ISO/IEC 14908-2 Twisted pair – free topology

ISO 11898-2 Twisted pair – high speed

ISO 11898-3 Twisted pair – low speed

ISO/IEC 14908-3 Power line carrier – narrow band

ISO/IEC 14543-3-5 Power line carrier – narrow band

IEEE 1901 Power line carrier – wide band

ISO/IEC 14543-3-7 Radio frequency

IEEE 802.15.4 Radio frequency

ISO/IEC 14543-3-10 Radio frequency - Energy harvesting
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• Forward all messages first to a commonly shared controller and use it to bridge between the PHYs;

• Forward all messages first to the controller responsible for that segment of devices, and then use a commonly shared PHY 
(like Ethernet) to bridge between controllers; or 

Figure 9: Shared master controller figure 9.0_042215_cpiot-wpa

Master Controller

Controller

DEVICE TYPE X

ControllerController

DEVICE TYPE 1

Controller

Figure 7: Controller figure 7.0_042215_cpiot-wpa

DEVICE TYPE 1 DEVICE TYPE 2

Controller

Figure 8: Linked controller
figure 8.0_042215_cpiot-wpa

Controller

DEVICE TYPE 1

Controller Controller Controller Controller

DEVICE TYPE X

• Send messages to a shared master that works with the different PHYs and can distribute messages between them. 
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For applications that lack integrated multi-PHY support, the simplest method of bridging the PHY gap is to use a media 
converter. A wide range of 3G and 4G cellular USB adapters, as well as a BLE media converter, can be plugged into the USB 
port on compatible Aruba access points for this purpose. 

Sierra Monitor, HMS Industrial Network’s Peak System, and other companies offer media converters for a wide range of other 
PHYs. Solutions from these companies make it possible to build multi-PHY systems and communicate at the data link layer 
with all of them, even when the devices can’t do that directly with each other. 

Figure 10: Aruba RAP-155 
remote access point

Figure 11: RS-485 to CAN 
media converter4

Bridging PHYs is necessary but not sufficient to build a connected IoT. If the devices lack a common communication protocol, 
creating a PHY bridge is akin to shaking hands with someone who doesn’t speak your language: Proximity alone doesn’t bring 
understanding. To cross that bridge you need protocol conversion, the subject of the next section. 

TALK THE TALK
While there are many PHYs in use today, their numbers are dwarfed by the even greater diversity of communication protocols. 
Sometimes protocols are shared by a vertical industry, but more often they’re adopted by just one or a group of companies 
within that industry.

Take, for example, ISA100 and wireless Highway Addressable Remote Transducer Protocol (HART). These two wireless 
protocols were developed by competing consortia within the industrial controls industry: ISA100 by Honeywell and Yokogawa, 
and WirelessHART by 37 HART Communications Foundation members. While they share a common IEEE 802.15.4 PHY, and 
perform essentially the same task, the protocols and devices that used them are not interoperable. 

Sometimes two or more distinct control networks are installed in parallel, non-intersecting networks. Thirty years ago, the 
norm in building automation was to install separate security, card access, telephony, and video surveillance networks that 
operated as islands of automation.

When data needed to be shared – say, between the fire alarm system and air dampers that needed to direct smoke away 
from occupants in the event of a conflagration – data exchange occurred through head-end controllers using custom code or 
even banks of interface relays. Peer-to-peer communication between elements of the fire and environmental control systems 
was limited or non-existent.

The advent of TCP/IP allowed formerly disparate control networks to share data communication infrastructure, even if the 
transported packets contained encapsulated proprietary protocols. For example, security, card access, telephony, and  
video systems could all use a common IP backbone infrastructure, but at the data center and network edges all of the data 
would be peeled off to separate systems. This resulted in installation cost savings but didn’t simplify the task of inter-system 
data exchange. 

Intra-industry collaboration on standardized definitions of transmitted information has the potential to allow direct sharing of 
data between controllers from different vendors, addressing the fire alarm-to-air damper example described above.

Sometimes referred to as network variables, these data include elements like temperature, speed, direction, light level, 
pressure, on/off status, and alarms. Useful within an industry, intra-industry collaboration doesn’t address the inter-industry 
data exchange needed for a true IoT, i.e., correlating the cycle times of a factory furnace with an inventory forecasting system. 
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TABLE 2: REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE OF INDUSTRY PROTOCOLS

Industry Protocol

Process automation AS-i
BSAP
Control Area Network (CAN)
CC-Link Industrial Networks
CIP
ControlNet
DeviceNet
DF-1
DirectNET
EtherCAT
Ethernet Global Data (EGD)
Ethernet/IP
Ethernet Powerlink
FINS
FOUNDATION Fieldbus
GE SRTP
HART Protocol
Honeywell SDS
HostLink
InterbusS
Mechatrolink
MelsecNet
Modbus
Optomux
PieP
Profibus
Profinet IO
SERCOS
Sinec H1
SynqNet
TTEthernet
RAPIEnet

Inter-industry collaboration in groups like the LONMARK Association went a long way towards creating a universal lingua 
franca for anyone using the LONTALK protocol. But not all vendors adopted the protocol, and many that did implemented 
proprietary manufacturer-specific extensions that broke true interoperability. BACnet and Zigbee have suffered the same 
fate. The sad reality is that today there is no contender for a universal protocol that spans all devices in IoT.

Autonomous devices further complicate matters. As CPUs have become more powerful and less expensive, they’ve been 
embedded inside devices in growing numbers. It’s increasingly common to find machines that are self-contained islands of 
automation, able to operate on their own and share information with remote applications that use their proprietary protocols.

In many cases the protocols aren’t directly accessible: they remain hidden behind the glass of a browser user interface. 
Examples include consumer thermostats that learn and share, video recorders that can be remotely programmed, and IP 
surveillance cameras that can be remotely monitored. The vendors of these solutions have each developed their own unique 
protocols for controlling and managing the devices; they use browsers as a universal user interface but obfuscate the 
proprietary control protocols that manage, monitor, and communicate with these devices.

So we find ourselves today in a world teeming with devices and control networks operating in parallel in a tower of babel. 
There is no denying that devices today can operate more quickly, efficiently, and robustly than ever before. But they’ve done 
so at the cost of interoperability, and that makes the job of communicating with an IoT exceptionally complex.

Just as converters and gateways are needed to bridge PHYs, protocol converters are needed to exchange data between 
otherwise non-interoperable devices. Table 2 shows the complexity of the task, and includes just a partial listing of the 
protocols in use today by industry.
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TABLE 2: REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE OF INDUSTRY PROTOCOLS

Industry Protocol

Industrial control system MTConnect 
OPC DA
OPC HDA
OPC UA

Home and building automation BACnet
C-Bus
DALI
DSI
Insteon
ISO/IEC 14543-3-1 (KNX) 
ISO/IEC 14908.1 (LonTalk)
Modbus
oBIX
VSCP
X10
xAP
xPL
ZigBee

Power system automation DNP3
IEC 60870 
IEC 60870-5
IEC 60870-6
IEC 61850
IEC 62351
Modbus
Profibus

Automatic meter reading ANSI C12.18
DLMS/IEC 62056
IEC 61107
ISO/IEC 14908.1
M-Bus
Modbus
ZigBee

Automobile/vehicle AFDX
ARINC 429
ARINC 825
CAN
FlexRay
FMS
IEBus
ISO/IEC 14908.1
J1587
J1708
Keyword Protocol 2000
LIN
MOST
NMEA 2000
SAE J1939
Unified Diagnostic Services
VA
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Protocol converters, gateways (running applications with embedded converters), and routers (with built-in converters that 
perform intelligent packet forwarding) – many with different PHY options – are available from Aruba technology partners. 
These converters enable systems to be constructed using devices with different PHYs and protocols.

A protocol converter lets us shake hands with and speak directly to strangers, a big step forward over a PHY converter. 
However, a protocol converter won’t verify the authenticity of the person with whom we’re speaking, the validity of the data 
we’re receiving, or limit the impact of malware introduced in the converter or the devices to which it’s connected. Many 
elements of IoT lack even rudimentary security by today’s standards, so if we’re going to leverage the underlying devices for 
business-critical applications, we have to introduce trust into process.

Aruba Adaptive Trust is an essential philosophy of enterprise data networks: trusting nothing and no one unless proven 
otherwise. To do that one has to authenticate the identity of the devices, protect the contents of the messages they send and 
receive, and put verifiable limits on device operation consistent with expected behavior – what services they run, the devices 
with which they communicate, the network resources they consume. The next section will step through the ways in which 
these objectives can be achieved using security mechanisms developed by Aruba and its technology partners. 

PROTECTED INTEREST
The fourth amendment to the U.S. Constitution defines an individual’s protected interest as the right to be secure in one’s 
person, domicile, possessions, and effects against unreasonable searches and seizures. The constituents of IoT need similar 
protections against unauthorized eavesdropping, spoofing, redirection, and co-opting. We throw huge resources at physically 
protecting facilities with guards, vehicle barriers, and video motion detectors, but often leave the machines and devices at the 
heart of our economy unprotected.

The sad reality is that burrowing into a device or control network from afar can be simpler than crashing a truck through a 
gate, and orders of magnitude more destructive. Recent cyberattacks on industrial facilities, enterprises, and retailers should 
serve as a warning that solutions built on an unprotected IoT are like constructing houses without a solid foundation in 
earthquake country: One small jolt and disaster ensues.

What options are available for protecting devices that either weren’t designed to be protected or are susceptible to modern 
cyberattacks? Let’s first get a sense of the scope of the problem.

Figure 12: Typical multi-protocol gateway 5
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Figure 13 is a modern take on Harbor Research’s original hierarchy of intelligent devices. Devices at the bottom of the pyramid 
are the most numerous but have limited processing capability and are the hardest to protect. Those on higher levels are 
fewer in number, and typically more amenable to modern cyber security mechanisms, but may impact lower levels if 
successfully attacked.

Figure 13: The intelligent device pyramid
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In the context of Connect-and-Protect, it’s the processors, controllers, sensors, and actuators at the bottom two layers that 
are hardest to protect. If these devices with known vulnerabilities can’t be upgraded or replaced, then we can isolate them 
from harm’s way, by inserting the point of demarcation at a higher level in the device pyramid. This is done by using secure 
tunneling and policies to segregate and control traffic, intrusion prevention to detect and prevent attacks, and analytics to 
spot anomalous behavior.

Higher level devices on the top four levels, including modern “smart” consumer devices like appliance and thermostats, are 
more likely to be natively IP-enabled. That’s because they typically need access to each other and/or to human machine 
interfaces (HMIs) and analytics applications for operational purposes. IP and TCP/IP have been used for decades to achieve 
this role, and the typical point of demarcation for Aruba’s protective mechanisms is where data packets are instantiated onto 
an IP network.

The point of demarcation will vary by device type: Wi-Fi or Ethernet devices can be protected at the Aruba access point or 
Mobility Access Switch that provides network connectivity; proprietary sensors and actuators when they reach an IP-enabled 
protocol converter or a gateway, controller, or router; and BLE devices when they reach an Aruba USB adapter. 

Connect-and-Protect security mechanisms include:

• Authenticating the source and destination devices;
• Encrypting the packets for privacy;
• Enveloping the packets inside a secure tunnel to ensure the integrity of the source, destination, and transport pathway;
• Employing roles and context-based policies, modeled after the expected mode of operation, to trigger anomalous behavior 

alerts, quarantine wayward devices, and control parameters like network bandwidth and network services;
• Inspecting northbound traffic with application firewalls and malware detection systems to monitor and manage behavior; and
• Using mobile application management (MAM) and mobile device management (MDM) systems to monitor behavior and 

protect other devices in the event of a policy breach.
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We’ll review each in turn to see how a layered security can be implemented in practice.

Authentication

Unauthorized device substitution and man-in-the-middle attacks can wreak havoc on a device or control network. Devices 
and users alike can be spoofed into believing processes and actions are underway when they’re not, resulting in catastrophic 
damage. Aruba can contain these situations by using authentication to validate the authenticity of endpoints that are sending 
and receiving messages. These services can protect less capable downstream devices that lack their own authentication 
capabilities or use outdated mechanisms like MD5. 

Figure 14 shows the typical authentication services available for Connect-and-Protect including:

• 802.1X authentication with RADIUS for centralized authentication, authorization, and accounting management before 
providing network access;

• MAC authentication to authenticate devices based on their physical MAC addresses; 
• MAC authentication followed by 802.1X authentication;
• Captive portal for temporary mobile devices.

These can include single or two-factor authentication if the device is capable of responding to a two-factor challenge. 
Authentication is managed by Aruba controllers or controllerless access points and the ClearPass access management 
system, alone or in conjunction with existing AAA resources. 

Encryption

Encryption provides privacy by protecting the contents of the packets from being revealed to unauthorized parties. 
Surreptitious eavesdropping on device communications can reveal confidential data. It can also expose patterns or routines 
that can be exploited. This can occur even if the data contents are not understandable because they expose details about the 
inner workings of the infrastructure, and, in turn, can inform possible attack vectors and methods of co-opting devices 
without raising suspicion. 

Figure 14: Connect-and-Protect authentication options
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Aruba cut its teeth on the security of its data infrastructure, and that includes leading in applied encryption technology. 
Among other mechanisms Aruba can deliver the following encryption solutions:

• Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) Counter Mode with 128- and 256-bit key sizes;
• AES with Cipher Block Chaining Message Authentication Code (AES CCMP) encryption;
• AES Galois/Counter Mode (GCM) encryption;
• Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) digital signatures;
• Elliptic Curve Diffie–Hellman (ECDH) for key agreement;
• Secure Hash Algorithm 2 (SHA-256 and SHA-384) message digest. 

Commercial industry isn’t the only user of IoT. Governments can also leverage it for specialized production facilities, command 
and control systems, battlefield networks, and a wide range of other applications. Aruba’s elliptic curve Suite B encryption can 
be used to protect a wide range of government applications including foreign releasable information, US-Only information, 
and Sensitive Compartmented Information (SCI). 

Figure 15: Connect-and-Protect encryption option
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Tunneling

Once devices have been authenticated and payloads have been encrypted, the next level of protection is controlling where 
and to which other devices communications are enabled. By restricting what talks to what, and ensuring that wayward devices 
can’t communicate with malicious control nodes inside or outside the network, it’s possible to limit the damage caused by a 
compromised device.

Aruba employs secure tunneling to control communications between wired and wireless devices, and to and from controllers. 
Three types of tunnels are available: 

• IP Security (IPsec) Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP); 
• IPsec-encrypted Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE); 
• Extreme Security (xSec). 

IPsec ESP encrypts and encapsulates data in a secure tunnel. IPsec ESP is used to exchange secure data between two  
entities, and forms the basis for Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) that traverse public telecommunications infrastructure, 
including the Internet.

IPsec-encrypted GRE tunnels transfer data inside virtual point-point tunnels without being parsed by intervening routers; only 
the GRE tunnel endpoints route the encapsulated IP packet. GRE tunnels on their own do not provide privacy, which is why it’s 
important to employ IPsec. 

xSec is a cryptographically secure, Layer-2 tunneling network protocol implemented over the 802.1X protocol. It secures 
Layer-2 traffic between the Aruba controller and wired and wireless devices as well as between Aruba controllers. xSec 
devices can also be connected through non-Aruba wireless access points so long as they are configured for non-
authenticated operation. 

VPNs can be created directly between Aruba controllers and devices if they have native IPsec support. Stationary or  
mobile devices running Windows, iOS or Android can use the Aruba Virtual Intranet Access™ (VIA) client to establish a  
self-forming, remotely managed VPN back to an Aruba controller. The Aruba VIA™ Suite B client is also available for 
government applications.

At this point, device data has been delivered to a known safe destination over a secure transport. We’ll now turn to role  
and policy enforcement mechanisms that ensure that devices behave as intended without interfering with other  
system components.

Figure 16: Connect-and-Protect tunneling options
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Controller roles

Aruba controllers and controllerless access points incorporate a role-based firewall that manages network privileges and 
provides identity-based auditing of activity. IoT includes both stationary and mobile devices, as well as ones that switch 
between the two modes. This behavior means there isn’t always a fixed port through which a device always connects, so 
traditional firewalls that rely on port-based security are ineffective. 

Aruba’s role-based firewall enforced controls based on user or device identity, not port, regardless of where or how the 
devices access the network. The role is applied during the authentication process, before the user or device has network 
access, using Active Directory, RADIUS, or LDAP comparable data.

Unlike simple Access Control Lists (ACLs), Aruba’s stateful firewall tracks upper-layer flows and ensures that unauthorized 
traffic can’t bypass access control. For example, a packet claiming to be part of an established Telnet session would be 
blocked unless there was an actual established Telnet session. 

Firewall rules can be constructed based on identity, applications in use, source and destination of traffic, service type, time of 
day, physical location, and even device state when using client integrity software. Policy actions can include permit, deny, 
redirect to external devices or tunnels, logging, or quality-of-services actions such as setting Differentiated Services (DiffServ) 
bits and placing traffic into high- or low-priority queues.

Automated blacklisting allows devices to be blacklisted from network access if firewall rules are violated even a single time. 
Such a trip-wire is particularly useful for single-function sensors and actuators: if the firewall detects a compromised device 
attempting to conduct unauthorized database queries or file server browsing, the device can be immediately disconnected 
from the device from the network and an alert generated. 

The heterogeneous nature of the device mix, network access methods, and network resource requirements in IoT are 
tailor-made for role-based control. Some of the key benefits of this approach include:

• Allows multiple classes of users and devices to share one common network but be treated differently based on role;
• Eliminates excess network privileges normally granted by “one-size-fits-all” fixed networks;
• Locks down the network against unauthorized disclosure or alternation of information;
• Provides accountability through auditing of network infrastructure and activity;
• Protects devices from attack by other devices;
• Blocks propagation of viruses, worms, and other malware.

Figure 17: Connect-and-Protect role options
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The firewall includes controls that optimize WLAN bandwidth utilization, including limiting the maximum amount of bandwidth 
consumption for a particular device or class, and guaranteeing a minimum bandwidth level for others. This is helpful in 
limiting the impact of denial of service attacks while allowing business-critical devices to continue operating.

The firewall extends fine-grained control over devices and users, including automatic disconnection from the network, role 
reassignment, and dynamic updates of firewall policies via IETF standard RFC 3576, a flexible XML API, or syslog. These APIs 
allow external analytics monitoring systems to institute control without manual intervention.

Policies

Policies are access rules that govern how, when, and where devices, users, and applications can access network resources. To 
be effective a policy enforcement system needs a holistic approach to threat prevention that operates at every level of the 
network – the device, network edge, applications, and northbound Internet.

The Aruba ClearPass Access Management System™ goes beyond traditional AAA solutions to deliver consistent, scalable 
policy enforcement system-wide. This is achieved by sharing policies and threat notifications between Aruba’s role-based 
firewall and other enforcement platforms including the ClearPass Policy Manager, MobileIron’s Mobile Device Management 
(MDM) system, and Palo Alto Networks next-generation application firewalls. Each platform operates at a different point of 
enforcement, and together they address threat scenarios at every network level.

The ClearPass Policy Manager platform provides role- and device-based network access control across any wired, wireless 
and VPN infrastructure. It features a built-in RADIUS, TACACS+, device profiling and posture assessment, onboarding, guest 
access, and a comprehensive context-based policy engine, eliminating the need for multiple AAA and policy management 
systems. Granular network access privileges are granted based on a device or user’s role, type, MDM attributes, device 
health, location, and time-of-day.

Figure 18: Role-based device and user control figure 18.0_042915_cpiot-wpa
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Attributes from multiple identity stores such as Microsoft Active Directory, LDAP-compliant directory, ODBC-compliant SQL 
database, token servers and internal databases across domains can be used within a single policy for fine-grained control. 
Posture assessments and remediation can be added to existing policies at any time. 

ClearPass has the only built-in profiling service that discovers and classifies all endpoints, regardless of device type. A  
variety of contextual data – MAC OUIs, DHCP fingerprinting and other identity-centric device data – can be obtained and  
used within policies.

Unmanaged non-802.1X devices can be identified as known or unknown upon connecting to the network; the identity of these 
devices is based on the presence of their MAC address in an external or internal database. Stored profiling data are used to 
identify device profile changes and to dynamically modify authorization privileges. For example, if a Programmable Logic 
Controller tries to masquerade as a Windows PC, ClearPass Policy Manager can automatically deny access.

ClearPass OnGuard, as well as OnGuard persistent or dissolvable agents, perform advanced endpoint posture assessments 
of more capable devices like servers. Device health-checks ensure compliance with access authorization policies before 
devices connect, i.e., devices must meet anti-virus, anti-spyware, firewall, and peer-to-peer application policies before they’re 
allowed to connect. Automatic remediation services can enable non-compliant devices to become compliant and then 
connect without manual intervention.

In addition to sharing contextual policy data with Aruba infrastructure, ClearPass uses syslog data flows and REST-based APIs 
to exchange policies with complementary platforms such as MobileIron MDM and Palo Alto Networks firewalls. These APIs 
also interface with Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) real-time security analytics systems, and admission 
system applications.

Figure 19: Connect-and-Protect policy option
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Used in conjunction with MobileIron MDM, ClearPass enables attributes collected by a MobileIron agent to enforce access 
policies. By peering inside the device and validating the operating mode against a set of prescribed policies, access control 
can be enforced faster and more comprehensively than by just externally observing device behavior. 

Figure 20: Connect-and-Protect with MobileIron MDM 
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For example, a device can be denied network access if MobileIron determines that the device is running blacklisted applications, 
isn’t encrypting data, or is missing from an authorization database. MobileIron MDM applies a protective bubble around devices, 
controlling what goes in and out based on contextual policy status obtained from, and shared with, ClearPass and the controllers.

Working in concert, MobileIron MDM and Aruba are able to make and enforce better informed policy decisions and deliver 
comprehensive device and user access control based on validated trust and compliance enforcement.

Palo Alto Networks firewalls add yet another layer of control by enforcing application policies and monitoring for known and 
unknown threats and zero-day attacks. By sharing roles, device types and status, device ownership and location with Palo 
Alto Networks firewalls in real-time, ClearPass enables the firewall to proactively respond to risks and threats instead of 
waiting for the signs of malicious behavior. Faster detection and remediation minimizes potential damage.

Additionally, by observing applications and monitoring access URLs, Palo Alto Networks firewalls can flag anomalous device 
behavior, suspicious application behavior, and attempts to access unauthorized local and remote resources. In response to a 
shared threat notification Aruba can quarantine the device while the firewall corrals the application.
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Policies are only as effective as the information used to build them and the enforcement tools available to protect them. 
Aruba has applied a systems approach to the problem, identifying the threat vectors targeting IoT and then building an 
ecosystem to contain them.

In conjunction with MobileIron and Palo Alto Networks, Aruba can deliver an effective policy enforcement system that 
operates at almost every level of IoT – the device, network edge, applications, and the Internet. The result is tighter control 
over how devices operate and communicate, and better containment of threats that do emerge.

Mobile devices introduce additional security complexities compared with stationary devices, not the least of which is that 
changes in location also change the context in which they’re operating and the applicable rules and policies. We’ll consider the 
nuances of extending trust to mobile devices in the next section.

PICTURE ME ROLLING
Mobile devices introduce connectivity and security complexities that have no analog in stationary devices. They come onto 
and drop off of networks, often at different locations. Some, like portable x-ray machines and industrial robots, are company-
owned and always remain on-premises.

Tablets and smartphones used by maintenance personnel, on the other hand, may be personally owned and come and go 
from the site. Establishing connectivity, context, and trust with mobile devices is a complex undertaking, especially if the 
processes are intended to be automated.

Leaving aside devices like overhead cranes and elevators that are tethered by cables, mobile devices typically communicate 
via radio across the RF spectrum. We’ve already reviewed the means by which proprietary PHYs and protocols can be 
handled, but increasingly Wi-Fi is the connectivity method of choice for mobile devices. That’s because as a standard platform 
there is a broad ecosystem of semiconductors and components from which to assemble Wi-Fi devices. 

Aruba’s broad range of enterprise-class indoor and outdoor Wi-Fi solutions for commercial and industrial applications offer 
best-in-class connectivity for native Wi-Fi devices. For on-premises applications Aruba Adaptive Radio Management™ (ARM) 
technology automatically and dynamically adjusts power, RF channels, RF bands, bandwidth, and loading to maximize Wi-Fi 
stability and optimize the performance of priority applications.

Devices capable of operating at the higher speed, quieter 5-GHz band are automatically shifted there, ensuring the fastest possible 
operation. Older 802.11b devices won’t slow down an Aruba network, as they do to competing systems, because airtime fairness 
technology ensures that newer, higher speed 802.11n and 802.11ac run at full throttle in the presence of slower legacy devices.

Voice and video roaming occurs seamlessly because patented ClientMatch™ technology moves roaming devices to the best 
available access point. ARM™ works with all client devices without added software or configuration changes, and is fully 
compliant with 802.11 standards.

These same benefits can be extended off-premises to remote devices by using Aruba Remote Access Points and Cloud 
Services Controllers. These devices establish secure IPsec VPN tunnels back to controllers in the data center, and allow 
remote devices connect over Wi-Fi just as they would at the main facility. The same ARM benefits and security features are 
also delivered remotely, while cellular back-up ensures continuous operation in the event of a WAN outage.

Figure 22: Remote Access Point and Cloud Services Controller 
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On-boarding mobile devices to the network and remotely enforcing policies are the next challenges. Once again, ClearPass, 
Mobile Iron, and Palo Alto Networks provide the solutions.

ClearPass Onboard is an automated tool that automatically configures and provisions Windows, Mac OS X, iOS, Ubuntu, 
Chromebook, and Android 2.2 mobile devices and enables them to securely connect to enterprise networks. It does this by 
providing a simple way to configure wireless, wired and VPN settings, apply unique per device certificates and profiles, and 
ensure that devices can securely connect to 802.1X- enabled networks with minimal IT interaction.

In the process ClearPass Onboard extracts profiling data that can be used to enforce device categorization and role-based 
network access policies for troubleshooting and compliance reporting. Centrally-defined policies strictly enforce the types of 
devices that can be onboarded and which users can onboard them. 

A centrally managed administrator portal configures device certificates and trust details, network access, VPN, health check 
settings, and authentication protocols for wireless and wired networks. The number of devices that can be onboarded per 
user, and how long their certificates are valid, can also be restricted. 

ClearPass Onboard features a built-in certificate authority to protect organizations that do not use an external certificate 
authority. By leveraging the previously referenced certificate authority within the ClearPass Policy Manager, Onboard  
can publish unique certificates that include specific user and device data. ClearPass also supports the distribution of 
Onboard-generated certificates requested through SCEP and EST (RFC 7030) protocols by third-party applications such as 
MobileIron MDM. 

Policy enforcement by MobileIron MDM includes the features described in the previous section, supplemented by MAM and 
remote wipe. MAM allows personally-owned devices to run company applications within a container that is managed 
exclusively by the company. Application usage is policy managed, and violations can trigger a remote wipe of the container 
contents, leaving personally owned contents untouched. 

The Palo Alto Networks firewall for mobile devices works as described in the previous section with one enhancement. The 
Cloud Services Controller enables organizations that use Palo Alto Networks GlobalProtect and WildFire in the data center to 
extend those services to roaming devices and users at remote sites without additional hardware.

Figure 23: Connect-and-Protect mobile devices with ClearPass Onboard 
figure 23.0_042915_cpiot-wpa
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With an automatic connection to the GlobalProtect Gateway, traffic receives the same enforcement of security policy and 
threat prevention throughout the enterprise and across all remote sites based on the application, device, user, content, 
location, and device state. WildFire advanced threat detection and prevention provides protection against new mobile threats 
and malware. 

Between Aruba, MobileIron, and Palo Alto Networks, mobile devices can now obtain the same zero-day protection, uniform 
policy-enforcement, and endpoint protection when rolling as they do at the home facility. Whether devices are mobile or 
stationary, Connect-and-Protect services enable trust to be established, verified, and maintained.

There is yet one higher level of security and data exploitation that remains to be discussed, analytics. It is to that topic that 
we’ll turn in the next section. 

DATA: THE NEW BACON
Analytics is the methodology of using mathematics, statistics, machine learning, and predictive modeling to discover patterns 
in data. Those insights can then be used as inputs to decision making. Descriptive analytics shows patterns in observed data, 
while inferential analytics makes assertions beyond what was directly observed. The more data that are available to mine, the 
greater the likelihood that the descriptive and inferential insights will be found. 

Analytics is a tool, not an outcome, and work is needed to understand the implications of any insights. That said, analytics is 
an extraordinarily powerful tool that can profoundly impact online and brick-and-mortar businesses and institutions. The 
value of analytics is reflected in the emergence of an entire industry to exploit big data extracted from IoT. There is hardly an 
industry that hasn’t been touched in some way by the big data trend.

In the context of this paper, there are two primary applications for analytics: Enhancing trust and exploiting data mined from 
IoT. The former turns analytics inward on Connect-and-Protect processes to discover security gaps and breaches. The latter is 
outward facing, and looks at insights that can be gleaned from trusted data extracted from connected devices. 

The higher up the intelligent device pyramid an attack occurs, the more widespread the potential damage. Turned inwards to 
focus on trust, analytics applications sit above other protective mechanisms to gain a bird’s-eye view from which to flag trust 
violations, threat vectors, and coverage gaps can be revealed.

By pulling data from disparate control, communication, AAA, security, and management systems, analytics applications mine 
data from a very broad range of sources. Lower layers of the Connect-and-Protect hierarchy lack the same breadth of vision 
into data, rules, policies, and notifications, making analytics’ macro view complementary to lower level threat assessments. 

Figure 24: Connect-and-Protect analytics options
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By way of example, Aruba partner RedSeal Networks security analaytics platform uses Layer 2 data to contain damage and 
shore up existing security investment. It does this by building a tops-down functioning model of the IoT network based on 
configuration files, scan data, vulnerability databases, and host data value. After calculating network paths, security gaps and 
the scope and impact of potential breaches are identified. A prioritized set of actions is generated to address newly exposed 
gaps, protecting low-level devices by using the analytics platform’s birds-eye view of the overall network. This process is 
repeated for adds, moves, and changes to the IoT network

Figure 25: RedSeal security analytics engine and wired/wireless access violation mapping6, 7 

Combining contextual data like location with rules and policies is essential for establishing trust in mobile IoT applications. 
Access to fined-grained contextual data like x/y location can increase the granularity of both access control and threat 
analytics. That’s because mobile devices that have a legitimate operating mode in some areas may pose security or 
compliance problems in others: machine maintenance terminals, electronic gambling tablets in casinos, and trading terminals 
in stock exchanges are typical examples. 

The Aruba Analytics and Location Engine™ (ALE) is a virtual context aggregation and location engine that collects data about 
Wi-Fi-enabled mobile devices and packages it for consumption by analytics applications. Aruba ALE™ aggregates and 
forwards the data through a WebSocket tunnel on its northbound API. Personally identifying MAC addresses, client user 
names, and IP addresses can be filtered if needed for data privacy. 

Aggregated data collected by ALE includes:

• Device username;
• IP address;
• MAC address;
• Device type;
• Application firewall data showing the destinations and applications used by associated devices;
• Current and historical x/y location.

Location data are calculated via an integrated engine for both unassociated Wi-Fi-enabled devices (proximate to but not 
associated with a network) and associated devices. A geofencing feature creates boundaries around areas of interest triggers 
when devices pass through them. 
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ALE adds another dimension to inward-facing threat assessment by tying physical location to network activity. The added 
visibility it provides is the only way to establish trust with mobile devices and users, whose identical behavior in two separate 
locations can have two completely different meanings.

Once trust has been established, and red devices become black data, analytics engines can be turned outwards to explore 
the vastness of the data generated by IoT. It’s a virtual blue ocean for analytics applications because the available data 
touches every means of production, governance, and human endeavor. The area is ripe for mining because of the richness of 
data, as well as its novelty and complexity. This is where big data mining solutions from IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, Qlik, SAP, 
Software AG, and Tableau can be brought to bear.

Software AG’s APAMA streaming analytics engine and IoT Solution Accelerator solutions offer the scalability, streaming data 
collection/detection, low-latency high transaction rates, integration with cached static data, real-time visualization, and broad 
range of data connectors needed to handle mountains of data from millions of devices. Gartner’s Hype Cycle for Business 
Intelligence and Analytics and Hype Cycle for Advanced Analytics and Data Science give a flavor for the analytics capabilities 
available today and what’s coming in the future.

It’s one thing to find patterns and quite another to operationalize them by translating unmasked patterns into meaningful 
process and business decisions. The same big data companies handle this area as well, typically with targeted applications.

Figure 26: Aruba Analytics and Location Engine figure 26.0_042915_cpiot-wpa
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Software AG offers a range of solution-focused applications like IoT Predictive Maintenance to help with specific decision making options, in this case predictive, 
condition-based machine service notifications. Secure access to machine conditions is essential for predictive analytics to yield meaningful insights and avoid 
spoofing by mal intentioned parties.

Figure 27: Example Software AG well-monitoring IoT solution accelerator report8
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Regardless of the application, there’s likely an available application from one of the big vendors or a highly specialized niche 
player. You’ll find many of them listed in Forrester’s The Forrester Wave™: Big Data Streaming Analytics Platforms and Gartner’s 
Magic Quadrant for Business Intelligence and Analytics Platform.

CONCLUSION
The end game with IoT is to make better informed decisions by mining the vast treasure troves of Internet-of-Things generated 
data. If IoT was comprised of trusted resources our task would be far simpler, but that isn’t how it has patched itself together. 
Its roots predate the Internet yet even the newest devices are subject to cyberattack. Without intervention, the data 
generated by the devices that make up IoT aren’t sufficiently trustworthy for business-critical decisions to rest upon.

Figure 28: Pulling it all together with Connect-and-Protect to create a trusted IoT
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Aruba’s Connect-and-Protect architecture is modeled after the best security practices used in the defense and intelligence 
sectors where devices and users are un-trusted until they can be proven or made trustworthy. Activities are continuously 
monitored and usage rights are constantly enforced. This is accomplished using solutions from Aruba – Wi-Fi, switches, 
role-based access, ClearPass, ALE, AirWave network management – and best-in-class solutions from technology partners 
including Palo Alto Networks, MobileIron, RedSeal, and Software AG. 

The resulting solution brings order and trust to the proverbial hairball of old and new, proprietary and standards-based, 
untrusted and unsecured devices that make up IoT. Connect-and-Protect levels the playing field so the extraordinary benefits 
of exploiting IoT data can be realized without incurring unacceptable levels of risk.
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